IN A JOINT OPERATION 09 NAXALS ARRESTED

New Delhi-08 Jun, 2017 – Nine (09) active naxals have been arrested in the AOR (Area of Responsibility) of 16th Bn of Sashastra Seema Bal (SSB) Jamui, Bihar. They were nabbed during joint operation launched by SSB, CRPF and State Police in two phases. In the first phase “Raid and search” was conducted w.e.f. 02.06.2017 to 03.06.2017 in the forest area of Lakhai Nanipathal, Bhelpatto, Mariyamphari, under P.S – Charkapther, Distt. Jamui, Bihar and 08 persons were apprehended alongwith recovery of pipe bomb and steel container Bomb. Whereas in 2nd phase, operation was conducted in the forest area of Dhamokora under PS Lakshimipur, Distt. Jamui and a naxal was nabbed along with recovery of one electronic detonator and one IED of 5 Kgs weight.

Preliminary interrogation revealed that two among them were involved in Sukma incident of 24.04.2017, in which 25 CRPF Jawans were killed. Whereas rest of apprehended were also involved in murder cases. Details of Apprehended Naxals are:-
1. Karu Ray
2. Madan Bhulla
3. Gopal Bhulla
4. Ramdev Koda
5. Sunil Marandi
6. Toppa Hasda@ Sonam Hasda
7. Jharu Murmu
8. Syam Soren
9. Arjun Koda

All are involved in murder case of Kunal Yadav and Manish Marandi at Charkhapather.

Involved in Sukma incident.

Active member of Siddu Koda Group

The recovered items and apprehended Naxals were handed over to Lakshmipur Police Station and P.S. Charkapather, District. Jamui (Bihar).
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